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Abstract

Flatness defects in thin strip cold rolling are a consequence of roll thermo-elastic deformation, from which heterogeneous strip plastic deformation results. When flatness defects manifest on line, buckling reorganizes the stress field in the pre- and post-bite areas. Comparison with flatness roll measurement requires this effect to be taken into account. A coupled Finite Element Method (FEM) approach is used here to compute stresses and strains in-bite as well as out-of-bite. The detection of buckled (non-flat) areas is demonstrated for a very thin strip cold rolling case ("double reduction"). The model is then applied here to two questions, namely the impact on flatness of the heterogeneous temperature field and the effect of friction on optimal setting of a flatness actuator, Work Roll Bending.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In strip rolling, due to rolls elastic deformation combined with roll grinding crown, thermal crown and wear, the roll gap is not uniform in the width direction, so that strip reduction depends on the width coordinate $y$. Heterogeneous reduction induces residual stresses, and compressive residual stresses induce buckling (out of plane waviness) if the strip is thin hence easy to bend. Most of the time, the strip tension is high enough to keep the in-plane stress tensile everywhere and avoid buckling on-line. But once the strip tension is relaxed, or the sheet is cut, residual stresses may induce distortions called latent flatness defects, i.e. non developable, out-of-plane displacements forming periodic waves (centre waves, edge waves...).

Fig. 1 Schematic view of flatness defects. Note reference frame: $x =$ Rolling Direction (RD), $y =$ Transverse Direction (TD), $z =$ Normal Direction (ND)
However, in some severe operations such as thin strip cold rolling, strain and stress heterogeneity is exacerbated and on-line strip tension may be insufficient to prevent – or hide – waviness. In such a case, manifested flatness defects may show on-line (Fig. 1).

If defects are only latent, the stress field computed beyond the bite by e.g. a 3D FEM should be correct and consistent with measurements. Buckling upon unloading the strip tension can then be dealt with in an uncoupled way, transferring the stress pattern computed by the rolling model into a buckling model (e.g. shell FEM). The latter then tells if the critical conditions for buckling are met, and in this case computes post-buckling mode, wavelength and amplitude.

**On the other hand**, it is well known that buckling completely transforms stress fields since the local stiffness of a buckled sheet drops dramatically. Therefore, if defects are manifested on-line as is most of the time the case for very thin sheets, the solution coming out of the 3D FEM of rolling is completely irrelevant outside of the roll bite. Abdelkhalek et al. [1] have developed a fully coupled buckling model in an implicit finite element software devoted to rolling processes. They showed that it makes it possible to correct the out-of-bite stress fields and to come out with values consistent with the $\sigma_{xx}(y)$ profile measurement by a flatness roll.

The question of the impact of this stress reorganization on the strains and stresses within the bite has also been raised in the same paper. The conclusion is that to the possible exception of temper-rolling, the feedback effect is very small: the out-of-bite stress rearrangement is screened by the immediate bite exit area where complex velocity profile changes take place elastically. In the present paper, it is first recalled how the coupled buckling criterion detects buckled areas. Then applications to practical questions are examined, such as the setting of a flatness actuator (work roll bending), the effect of friction on the stress profile and on the “optimal” work roll bending setting, and the effect of a usual model simplification, isothermal versus thermally coupled.
2. BRIEF LITERATURE SURVEY

A number of uncoupled models of flatness defects have been presented in the literature. They are based on the standard solution by Timoshenko and Woinovsky-Krieger of Von Karman’s equations for a rectangular plate under compressive stress on simply supported edges. Timoshenko and Woinovsky-Krieger [2] assumed homogeneous stress and sinusoidal waves in both x and y directions. Bush et al. for instance [3] extended this solution to the complex fields of strip rolling, allowing only right/left symmetric waves. But as real waves are often anti-symmetric, Fischer and coworkers [4] chose for the transverse shape either an odd or an even polynomial in y, while keeping the waves sinusoidal in the rolling direction.

Only the longitudinal stress component ($\sigma_{xx}$) was used in these papers. Yet, it is easy to see that not all flatness defects can be handled with this assumption (herringbone defects for instance are excluded). Moreover, the type of defect (centre or edge wave) was determined by these authors a priori from the shape of the stress profile, and ad hoc clamping conditions were applied to get it in the end, to avoid managing too many modes with very similar energies. On the contrary, Yukawa and coworkers [5] addressed more complete configurations using shell FEM, again with a non-coupled approach. The bifurcation point was detected as the load parameter making the second variation of the total elastic strain energy (i.e. the stiffness matrix) non definite positive. Post-buckling was computed by introducing a small defect corresponding to the mode, the load step being controlled by a modified Riks method. This is the standard approach of instabilities in structural mechanics.

Abdelkalek et al. [6] also proposed a decoupled approach, importing a FEM-computed stress field in a shell FEM for more generality. In the bifurcation detection stage, they maximized the load step and decreased the computational burden by managing the loading steps by the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM) developed initially by Zahrouni et al. [7] and
improved by Boutyour et al. [8]. ANM consists in developing the solution (displacement and load parameter) in a power series with respect to a step length parameter, up to a truncation order p. This series is inserted in the nonlinear equations of the problem, the different orders are identified, giving p linear systems with the same stiffness matrix, the right-hand sides of which are computed from the solutions at lower orders. With this approach, they modelled both on-line shape (under strip tension) and relaxed shape (strip tensions relieved), whereas the previous papers dealt only with the latter.

Counhaye [9] was the first who questioned the decoupling of the rolling and the buckling model. Indeed, buckling sets a limit to the allowable compressive stresses: wherever buckling occurs, the loss of rigidity changes the stress locally and global changes occur as the stress field is re-equilibrated. This thorough stress rearrangement on the one hand questions the stress fields obtained from the rolling models, on the other hand might have an impact even on in-bite stress and strain fields, or on roll deformation in strongly coupled cases. Therefore, Counhaye used an approach similar to the one proposed by Roddeman and coworkers [10], considering buckling as one more strain rate component, present only in the out-of-bite areas, to be added to the elastic / plastic strain rate splitting. This extra strain rate may be interpreted as the local shortening of a material segment as it becomes wavy due to buckling.

The model presented in [1] and used here is an adaptation of Counhaye’s model.
3. COUPLED ROLL - STRIP ROLLING MODEL WITH EMBEDDED BUCKLING

The model has been presented in details elsewhere previously, so that only general lines will be recalled hereafter.

3.1 Sheet Rolling model Lam3/Tec3

The rolling model is Lam3/Tec3, a 3D strip / roll stack deformation software developed by Hacquin and coworkers [11]. The strip elastic-viscoplastic (EVP) deformation is dealt with by an implicit FEM with a velocity formulation using P1-discretisation on hexahedra. A steady state formulation based on streamlines is implemented. This requires integrating elastic-viscoplastic constitutive equations along streamlines determined from the velocity field. In [12], they described the heterogeneous time step strategy used for this purpose, called ELDTH (Eulerian-Lagrangian with DT Heterogeneous). In [13], they focused on the semi-analytical thermo-elastic roll deformation model. Inspired by the work of Berger et al. [14] on the deformation of a cylinder under complex loadings, Hacquin modelled the roll stack thermo-elastic deformation based on Timoshenko beam theory (bending component), Boussinesq solution of a half-space under general loading (flattening part), and Hertz contact mechanics between work rolls and back-up rolls. These analytical approaches were found insufficient near the roll barrel edge, therefore edge effects were corrected by analytical functions calibrated using an extensive FEM roll deformation campaign under various geometries and loading conditions [11,13].

Equations are discretized by an influence function method (IFM). Writing the global equilibrium of the roll stack under the combined effects of the roll – strip contact stresses, external (roll load) and internal (e.g. roll bending) forces, a system of equations is found, the unknowns of which are the roll rigid body displacement, contact line displacement field and
contact pressure profiles at work roll / back-up roll and work roll / strip contact. This system, non-linear due to unknown contact lines, is solved by Newton-Raphson method.

Both strip and roll temperatures are computed and coupled with mechanics. The strip temperature model uses a straightforward 3D SUPG (Streamline-Upwind Petrov Galerkin) Finite Element scheme. The roll temperature (and roll crown) model is a combination of 2D (r,θ) and (r,z) FEM coordinated by another influence function technique. Details and validation can be found in [11].

In [15], the whole roll stack deformation model was validated under isothermal conditions against experimental measurements performed under diverse loading conditions. Later on in [16], a successful numerical comparison was carried out with the model of Yanagimoto and Kiuchi [17], which uses a beam bending model for roll bending and 3D FEM for flattening, and with the model of Kim et al. [18] where full 3D elastic FEM is used for roll stack deformation and strip deformation altogether; all three models were compared with the experiments reported by [17]. Therefore, this roll stack deformation model, essential for strip flatness, can be used with confidence for the purpose of the present paper.

3.2 Simple buckling model embedded in Lam3/Tec3

Counhaye’s model [9] has been implemented in Lam3/Tec3 [1]. Initially proposed within the membrane theory framework in [10], it forbids the appearance of a negative stress: everywhere compression is about to occur, the structure buckles, bringing the stress back to almost zero by providing a stress-free alternative to elastic shortening of a material line. The following critical conditions are introduced:

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{n}_1 \cdot \sigma \vec{n}_1 & = 0 \\
\vec{n}_2 \cdot \sigma \vec{n}_2 & > 0 \\
\vec{n}_1 \cdot \sigma \vec{n}_2 & = 0
\end{align*}
\]
where \( \vec{n}_1 \) and \( \vec{n}_2 \) are the principal directions of the Cauchy stress tensor \( \sigma \) in the buckled structure (hence the third equation). Principal directions are determined first, and the angle they make with \((x,y)\) is called \( \alpha \). When a tension is applied in a direction (here \( \vec{n}_2 \)), the membrane is stiff; if the stress becomes negative, it gets slack and in fact, the corresponding stress is put to 0 (direction \( \vec{n}_1 \)). The essence of the model consists in determining an extra deformation which elastically brings the stress in the buckled direction back to 0. It may be interpreted as the shortening of a material line due to buckling of the structure. This is more or less analogous to elastic-plastic decomposition, but is activated only out of the roll bite, i.e. where buckling is liable to occur:

\[
\Delta \varepsilon = \Delta \varepsilon^{el} + \Delta \varepsilon^{bu}
\]

(2)

\( \Delta \varepsilon^{el} \) is the elastic and \( \Delta \varepsilon^{bu} \) is the “buckling strain” increment. Plane stress is assumed outside of the roll bite. The extra deformation representing buckling is computed in the principal axes, and then transported to the reference frame. Let \( \lambda_i \), \( i = I, II \), be the principal components of this extra strain. It is deduced from \( \sigma_i \), \( i = I, II \) as follows:

\[
\lambda_i = \frac{\langle \sigma_i - \sigma_e \rangle}{E} \quad i = I, II
\]

(3)

Moving back to the reference frame \((Oxyz)\), the buckling strain increment is added to the global strain increment. In the following equation, \( u \) and \( v \) are the two in-plane incremental
displacements, \( \alpha \) is the angle between principal and reference frames in the plane of the strip, \( \nu \) is Poisson's ratio and \( E \) is Young's modulus:

\[
\Delta \varepsilon_{xx} = \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \lambda_{II} \cdot \cos^2 \alpha + \lambda_{II} \cdot \sin^2 \alpha \\
\Delta \varepsilon_{yy} = \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + \lambda_{II} \cdot \cos^2 \alpha + \lambda_{II} \cdot \sin^2 \alpha \\
\Delta \varepsilon_{xy} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \right) + \lambda_{II} - \lambda_{II} \left| \cos \alpha \cdot \sin \alpha \right| \\
\Delta \varepsilon_{zz} = -\frac{\nu}{1-\nu} \left( \Delta \varepsilon_{xx} + \Delta \varepsilon_{yy} \right)
\]  

This strain increment replaces the standard one fed into the module which solves the constitutive differential equations.

4. ROLLING OPERATION INVESTIGATED

4.1 Definition of rolls, material, strip dimensions

All examples and parametric studies described hereafter refer to the same rolling pass, the last stand of a tinplate sheet mill, with very low thickness. All the characteristics are given in Table 1, together with the stress-strain curve:

\[
\sigma_0 = \left( 470.5 + 175.4 \bar{\varepsilon} \right) \times (1 - 0.45 \exp(-8.9 \bar{\varepsilon})) - 175 \text{ (MPa)}
\]  

\( \sigma_0 \) is the yield stress in tension, \( \bar{\varepsilon} \) is the equivalent plastic strain. Coulomb friction is assumed, the friction coefficient is \( \mu = 0.03 \) unless otherwise stated.
Table 1 Characteristics of the rolling pass investigated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strip width</td>
<td>855 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip thickness (strip crown)</td>
<td>0.355 mm (4.81 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit thickness</td>
<td>0.252 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling speed</td>
<td>22 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front / back tension</td>
<td>100 MPa / 170 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of mill</td>
<td>4-high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work rolls diameter</td>
<td>555 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup rolls diameter</td>
<td>1300 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work rolls length</td>
<td>1400 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup rolls length</td>
<td>1295 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work rolls crown</td>
<td>0.0322 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup rolls crown</td>
<td>No crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work roll bending force / position</td>
<td>4.8 MN / y = 1010 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screw force application point</td>
<td>y = 1075 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction law</td>
<td>( \tau = 0.03 \times \sigma _u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>E = 210 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>( \nu = 0.3 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Roll and strip deformation leading to buckling

The roll load profile \( F(y) \) computed by the coupled roll / strip deformation model is pictured in Fig. 2a, together with the resulting shape of the deformed roll generator (Fig. 2b). By the way, Fig. 2b illustrates the very weak effect of coupling or not buckling on these in-bite characteristics.

The work roll shape displays a large flattening component, of the order of 0.07 mm. The bending component shows outside the work roll / strip contact (i.e. \( y > 430 \) mm), and is partly hidden in the contact area by flattening. The roll load profiles display distinct peaks near the edge of the strip for the work roll and at the edge of the work roll for the backup roll. The peak of the work roll load profile is explained by Fig. 3, which shows that the reduction, from a nominal, central 29%, reaches 50% at the very edge of the strip, with a significantly longer bite.
Fig. 2  Coupled deformation of strip and roll:

(a) work roll (WR) and backup roll (BUR) load profiles $F(y)$

(b) roll generator shape, comparing calculations with / without accounting for strip buckling

Fig. 3 Strain heterogeneity. (a) comparison of inlet and exit strip thickness profiles. (b) the thickness reduction profile

4.3 Impact of buckling being accounted for

With a reservation for very small reduction (temper-rolling), it has been found that this rearrangement of out-of-bite stress has significant impact neither on strain and stress fields in
the bite, nor on the roll loads and deformation [1]. Neglecting buckling is therefore licit if only the behaviour in the bite is to be studied.

But the “residual” stress field in the strip, under these conditions, is very far from the flatness roll measurement, as shown in Fig. 4. “Residual” means here post-bite, on-line under tension. The measurements (dots) show an almost flat stress profile (at the scale of the drawing). FEM results without buckling (dashed line) give an enormous compressive stress at the edge, due to a very large elongation gradient connected with roll flattening and the edge drop defect (see Fig. 3). This very high compressive stress is compensated for by a high tensile stress in the centre, since the resultant must be equal to the sheet tension force (here given by the tension stress of 100 MPa, Table 1). Also to be noted is a stress peak at $y \approx 415$ mm (i.e. ca. 10 mm from strip edge). It is much more conspicuous when buckling relaxes partly the stress

Fig. 4 Comparison of the experimental and numerical $\sigma_{xx}(y)$ stress profiles, $\approx 1$ m after roll bite exit
(as in figure 8 or 12); the same location and amplitude is found whatever the mesh size; it is in fact exactly at the location where the edge-drop starts, i.e. the transition between the flattened and free zones of the roll profile, see figure 2b.

When buckling is accounted for, i.e. equations (1-4) are activated, the computed stress profile (full line) comes close to the experiments. More details can be found in the authors’ previous paper [1]. Therefore, for out-of-bite stress prediction and comparison with stress-meter measurements, accounting for buckling is essential, at least for thin strips.

![Stress maps](image)

Fig. 5 $\sigma_{xx}$ stress maps at the edge, in the vicinity of the roll bite. a - without buckling computation. b - with buckling computation. Rolling direction Ox is vertical, upward.

Fig. 5 shows the $\sigma_{xx}$ stress map at the edge, slightly before and slightly after the roll bite, i.e. far ahead of the location of the profiles of Fig. 4. It compares computations without (Fig. 5a) and with (Fig. 5b) the buckling model. The stress is very much compressive in the bite as
expected. In the latter case, a thorough reorganization of the stress pattern just after bite exit results in the stress being relaxed to almost zero on the edge within 20 – 30 mm from bite exit, instead of dropping abruptly to -1200 MPa.

Fig. 6 « Buckling strain » principal components: a - $\lambda_I$ (corresponding to $\sigma_{xx}$ stress); b - $\lambda_{II}$ (corresponding to $\sigma_{yy}$ stress)

Fig. 6 maps the $\lambda_i$’s in the same area. It is found that the reference and principal stress frames coincide almost everywhere, i.e. $\alpha = 0$, except for small high shear zones at the edge on either sides of the roll bite. Hence $\lambda_I \neq 0$ corresponds to a x-wave (wavy edge) and $\lambda_{II} \neq 0$ to y-wave, the so-called “towel effect”. Whereas the former is moving with the strip and constitutes a real flatness defect, the latter is a stationary phenomenon which can be observed sometimes at the exit of the bite. It is due to a flexible membrane being submitted to a tension under a non-strictly homogeneous tension stress (e.g. due to the clamping effect of the roll bite). It has no practical consequences for the strip most of the time, except if it becomes so large that double thickness rolling occurs; this improbable case is not addressed here.
Both types of waves are detected by the model. It should be emphasized, though, that the present buckling model is embedded in a steady state rolling model, so that it represents a moving defect in a stationary context. It can therefore detect wave formation, but not characterize its geometry.

5. FIRST APPLICATION: IMPACT OF TEMPERATURE FIELD ON FLATNESS

Most of the time, thermal effects are neglected in steel cold rolling, and flatness defects are studied under isothermal conditions. Here, with all three couplings available: strip – roll, mechanical - thermal, and buckling, many effects may be investigated.

Indeed, at bite exit, the temperature is much larger at the edge than in the centre (Fig. 7), about 438 K (165°C) versus 383 K (110°C). This is due to larger reduction and plastic heating (see Fig. 3). Due to the corresponding differential dilatation, the post-bite stress pattern could be affected. A series of simulations has therefore been run, with roll temperature calculated at steady state (i.e. after a long rolling time). The isothermal case is taken as a reference. In the second case, the strip is allowed to cool after bite exit under the effect of the strip cooling system, with heat transfer coefficient (HTC) $H_{\text{cool}} = 5 \text{ kW.m}^{-2}\text{.K}^{-1}$; strip - roll contact is kept adiabatic ($H_{\text{roll}} = 0$). Temperature increases in the roll bite and slowly decays afterwards (remember $1 \text{ m} \approx 0.05 \text{ s}$). In the third case, the roll - strip interface is represented by $H_{\text{roll}} = 100 \text{ kW.m}^{-2}\text{.K}^{-1}$. The temperature increase is less in the bite, cooling is similar to the previous case. Finally, in the fourth case, $H_{\text{cool}} = 5 \text{ kW.m}^{-2}\text{.K}^{-1}$, $H_{\text{roll}} = 100 \text{ kW.m}^{-2}\text{.K}^{-1}$, but rolls are moreover cooled efficiently by water sprays, so that strip temperatures are significantly lower.

Yet, the temperature difference between strip edge and centre is very similar in all 3 cases, 313 to 323 K (40°C to 50°C). Fig. 8 shows that these temperature differences, even in the
isothermal case ($T = 298$ K or 25°C everywhere), have negligible impact on the stress pattern once relaxed by edge buckling.

Fig. 7 Effect of thermal boundary conditions on central and edge longitudinal temperature profiles in the rolled strip. Top: long range post-bite evolution. Bottom: detail of plastic heating in the roll bite
Fig. 8 Effect of all thermal boundary conditions on stress transverse profile, $\sigma_{xx}(y)$

6. FRICTION-SENSITIVE SETTING OF WORK ROLL BENDING FORCES

Work roll bending is a typical sheet profile and flatness actuator: by applying a torque opposed to the contact stress moment, rolls are brought closer to their rest shape. This is a more flexible actuator than e.g. roll crown, which is chosen and fixed for a whole roll mounting. The work roll bending force can be controlled by monitoring the post-bite strip stress profile by a flatness roll, to answer variations in rolling conditions. Such variations often come from friction which may fluctuate due to (i) progressive roll roughness wear from coil to coil or (ii) accelerations and decelerations at coil beginning and end. Jiang and co-workers have proved in [19] that friction impacts strip profile after cold rolling and demonstrated the effect of a parabolic variation of friction in the transverse direction in [20]. It is therefore important to quantify the effects of such friction time variations. Friction is assumed homogeneous here.
6.1 Impact of friction on roll deformation

Figs. 9-12 illustrate a parametric study whereby friction varies between $\mu = 0.01$ (slight skidding) and $\mu = 0.035$. The impact on roll deformation under a fixed work roll bending force of 482 kN is first shown. Low friction gives a low rolling load (Fig. 9), and moderate roll deformation (Fig. 10). The shape of the work roll generator therefore mainly corresponds to counter-bending by the work roll bending force.

Fig. 9 Effect of varying friction on the work rolls load profile $F(y)$. Work roll bending force is equal to 482 kN

At $\mu = 0.035$, the rolling load is very high (compare the work roll load profiles), so that roll kiss occurs (work rolls touch each other on either sides of the strip). The resulting strip thickness profiles show differences (a few $\mu$m) which may look small, but are very important in terms of residual stress and flatness. The latter are pictured in Fig. 12: $\mu = 0.01$ gives strong tension on edges and slack centre (wavy centre), whereas the stress profile is most flat when $\mu = 0.03$, leaving just a few mm of slack metal near the edges, with a probable small size wavy edge there.
Fig. 10  Effect of varying friction on the deformed roll generator shape (bottom). Work roll bending force is equal to 482 kN

Fig. 11  Effect of varying friction on strip thickness profile (bottom). Work roll bending force is equal to 482 kN
Fig. 12  The impact of friction and transverse profile of strip stress (latent flatness defect).

Work roll bending force is equal to 482 kN

6.2 Impact of work roll bending force at fixed $\mu$

Now, the work roll bending force is varied at constant $\mu = 0.025$ (Fig. 13). The very high work roll bending force (900 kN) again gives a low, yet positive, stress in the centre, which will probably result in a wavy centre, at least after tension is cancelled. The most flat stress profile turns out to be for a work roll bending force equal to 350 kN.

Finally, Fig. 14 summarizes the bending force found “optimal” for each value of the friction coefficient, i.e. giving the most flat stress profile “by eye”. This graph gives an idea of how to preset the work roll bending force as a function of varying friction, in the present rolling operation of Table 1.
Fig. 13 The $\sigma_{xx}(y)$ stress profile for varying bending force and fixed friction coefficient $\mu = 0.025$

Fig. 14 The relationship between friction and optimal bending force
7. CONCLUSION

The main outcome of the present paper is to show that a simple buckling model can be coupled to a finite element rolling model and applied to practical questions concerning flatness in cold strip rolling. In-bite stress and strain are not affected by post-buckling stress rearrangement, but the residual stress is, in case of manifested defects expected with very thin strips.

The results presented above suggest that for cold rolling, the heterogeneous temperature field does not change significantly the stress pattern, which is dominated by the rearrangement of the stress field as the elastic strain recovery takes place in the immediate post-bite area. This analysis contributes to shed light on which features of the rolling process may be neglected or not, depending on the objective: in bite stress and strain, roll deformation and strip crown do not need particularly buckling to be coupled; the residual state of the strip is very sensitive to buckling whenever it takes place on-line, but it is not sensitive to thermal transfer.

It has been shown also here that friction has an impact on reduction profile, in particular on the edge thickness, through roll load distribution and roll deformation. This strongly changes residual stress distribution when thin strips are dealt with. For a given work roll bending force, just changing friction may turn the strip shape from flat to wavy edge to wavy centre. Conversely, for each level of friction, an “optimal” work roll bending force can be proposed based on results of the model.

The buckling model presented in section 3.2 deals with buckling at material point (or finite element) level, which is questionable; but it is strongly coupled at constitutive equations level, which Abdelkhalek et al. have shown to be important for precise residual stress prediction [21]. It cannot predict the geometry of defects quantitatively. These are serious limitations.
Work is in progress to try and implement more physically founded models which give quantitative information on defect geometry. These efforts will be reported somewhere else.
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Fig. 10  Effect of varying friction on the deformed roll generator shape (bottom). Work roll bending force is equal to 482 kN
Fig. 11  Effect of varying friction on strip thickness profile (bottom). Work roll bending force is equal to 482 kN

Fig. 12  The impact of friction and transverse profile of strip stress (latent flatness defect). Work roll bending force is equal to 482 kN

Fig. 13  The $\sigma_{xx}(y)$ stress profile for varying bending force and fixed $\mu = 0.025$)

Fig. 14  The relationship between friction and optimal bending force

**Table caption**

**Table 1**  Characteristics of the rolling pass investigated